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BNSF Rail Testing Risk Factors for Determining Frequency of Inspections 



BNSF 

RaiI Defect Detection 

BNSF operates 25-32 rail defect detection vehicles over all main tracks, sidings, and 
designated yard tracks, with test frequencies ranging from 30 to 365 days. Three of the test 
vehicles are owned and the remainder are under multi-year service contracts. The objective of 
these vehicles is to identify internal rail defects so that remedial repairs can be made prior to the 
defect resulting in a service failed broken rail. It should be noted that not all internal rail defects 
are detectable. Each of the three contract rail defect detection service providers are engaged in 
R&D to improve the efficiency of rail defect detection. 

Risk factors, defined as desired maximum internal defect service failures per mile per year, 
have been established for each mainline subdivision. To determine risk factor for a subdivision, 
we start with a baseline factor of 0.09. This is slightly lower than industry average 0.10-0.15 
service failures/mile/year range. At 0.09 we are attempting to set D-car frequency so that during 
a 12 month period we have no more than nine internal defect service failures per 100 miles. We 
then reduce from baseline for traffic and operational considerations as follows: 

+ Passenger trains, -0.02 
+ AAR Hazmat Key Route (l0,OOO cars b a d y e a r ) ,  -0.01 
+ Nonsignaled territory, -0.02 
+ Single track, -0.01 

For example, for a single-track non-signaled segment with no passenger trains and hazmat 
less than 10,OOO cardyear, risk factor would be 0.09 (baseline) -0.02 (for no signals) 
-0.01 (for single track) = 0.06. 

We use a rail test scheduling system from consulting firm Zeta-Tech that analyzes our 
defect statistics and recommends test frequency for each subdivision to keep internal defect 
service failures below risk factor. Defect rates drive the model, so factors that influence defect 
rates, such as rail conditions, wheel loads, annual tonnage, and accumulated tonnage, 
automatically are built into the model The system is based on Weibull statistical analysis that 
anticipates rail degradation. As defect rates change over time, the system automatically adjusts 
rail test frequencies to keep service failures below risk factor. 

To avoid overscheduling rail detection, the model does not consider defects that are not 
detectable with ultrasonic test cars. These include rail base defects, and thermite weld web and 
base defects. Crushed heads are not hkrnal defects and are not considered by the model, since 
they are visible without ultrasonic test equipment. 




